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Since new globalized trading realities have

helped produce that problem, they must also
be part of the effort to fix it.

In our society the gap in income—in edu-
cation, in housing, and in medical care—has
grown disgracefully worse. Those who in this
economy suffer most from that fact—largely
manufacturing workers in industries with de-
clining employment or workers with less than
average skills—cannot be expected to roll
over and say, in the words that Walter
Cronkite used to sign off his CBS news broad-
cast, ‘‘That’s the way it is.’’ As my colleague
BARNEY FRANK has noted, Alan Greenspan,
the Chairman of the Federal Reserve, has
said that we must not allow our ‘‘inability’’ to
help workers who are being injured to reduce
our support for open trade. But, in fact, as
BARNEY says, ‘‘the problem we face is not in-
ability, but unwillingness to do so.’’

The issue here is not really China. China
just happened to be the country that triggered
this debate. The issue is whether America’s
policymakers who have helped magnify the in-
come gains of the most well off in our society
by squeezing the economic positions of the
most at risk families will recognize their moral
obligation to change course. The issue is
whether those in this society—the investing
class, the managing elite, the venture capital-
ists, the multinational corporations who have
so much to gain by further globalization will be
willing to see a tiny fraction of that increased
wealth used to help those who will otherwise
be caught in the prop wash of their incredible
prosperity.

When a doctor administers cancer fighting
drugs, he knows that he must also deal with
the side effects of those drugs or his patient
will not be able to tolerate the drug and will
die. Isn’t that just as true of the negative side
effects of globalization on the lower paid,
underskilled workers caught in the wake of
economic change?

If we are to embrace the change that
globalized 21st Century trading produces, we
must reshape the institutions that will regulate
and govern that commerce. We need a redefi-
nition of the role of the IMF, the World Bank,
and other international financial institutions,
and never institutions such as the World Trade
Organization, so that the interest of labor and
the environment are represented at the table
when trading decisions are made—not just the
interests of capital and governing elites.

We need a second Bretton Woods con-
ference to both modernize and humanize trad-
ing relationships or we will lose in the 21st
Century the gains we have made in the 20th
in establishing a balance of decency between
the needs of the corporate-based market
economy and the needs of a family-based so-
ciety!

That means a new set of trading rules, a
new set of power relationships, a wider rep-
resentation of interests at the table. And it
means a new commitment on the part of this
Congress and this society to much greater
educational opportunity and training opportuni-
ties for workers and children in working class
families. It means a willingness to do more
with the tax code to provide as much reward
for the work of the lower income working class
as we provide for the highest income venture
capitalists. It means rebuilding a health care
safety net for the families of workers whose
corporate employers are being squeezed by
the pressures of globalization to shrink that

safety net. And it means all of those things be-
fore and not after we give away our leverage
to obtain them.

Demonstrators in Seattle and Washington
may have aimed their protests at some of the
wrong targets, but that should not obscure the
injustice which produced those demonstra-
tions. As BARNEY FRANK has said, ‘‘the choice
is not between isolation and integration, but
between a global new deal and a global ex-
tension of the trickle down theory.’’

Those who want us to approve their rules
without first changing the rules of the trading
game that contribute to this injustice are the
true troglodytes and dinosaurs. It shouldn’t be
too hard to find common ground, but first you
really have to want to. When those who want
us to get on with the game are willing to
change the rules to minimize the brutality of
the game for those in our society who are not
economic superstars, then they will find a lot
more of us willing to play it.
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The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gen-
tleman from New Jersey (Mr. HOLT) is
recognized for 5 minutes.

(Mr. HOLT addressed the House. His
remarks will appear hereafter in the
Extensions of Remarks.)
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OPPOSING PERMANENT NORMAL
TRADE RELATIONS WITH CHINA

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentle-
woman from Ohio (Ms. KAPTUR) is rec-
ognized for 5 minutes.

Ms. KAPTUR. Mr. Speaker, I rise in
the strongest opposition to the pro-
posal for permanent trade privileges
with China. Trade does not bring free-
dom, only enforceable laws in demo-
cratic republics bring and carry and as-
sure freedom. Trade does not build a
middle class, only laws governing
workers rights to organize undergird
middle-class wages and benefits.

Before World War II, Nazi Germany’s
largest trading partner was England,
and for the United States, Japan, did
that stop totalitarianism’s rise? Trade
with Communist countries does noth-
ing to assure that those doing the work
reap any of the benefits; that is why
the United States for so many years
has held sacred its special laws gov-
erning trade with Communist nations.
And now that the United States has
been victorious in defeating Com-
munist regimes in most corners of the
world, some will choose to abandon the
legal structure that we held in place
called most favored nation replacing it
with the toothless normal trade rela-
tions statute that we are about to de-
bate tomorrow.

Trade with Communist countries
does nothing to assure that those who
do the work reap the benefits. Perma-
nent trade status for China will only
serve to lock in the exploitative sys-
tem of agricultural and industrial ser-
vitude that is China today; this is not
a fight about expanding America’s ex-
port markets.

This is a fight about China becoming
a vast export platform 12 times the size

of Mexico, taking our markets in
Asia’s Rim and sending the glut of
sweatshop goods back here to our
shores.

When NAFTA passed, the proponents
said it would result in a huge export
market for the United States and Mex-
ico and that Mexico’s workers’ wages
would go up and there would be no
downward pressure on wages and bene-
fits in this country. Look what has
happened, Mexico now exports more
cars and trucks to the United States
than the United States does to the en-
tire rest of the world.

Our Nation has hemorrhaged tens of
thousands of jobs, of living wage jobs,
to Mexico, and now the China drain
will accelerate if this measure passes.
Mexico has turned into a major export
platform, not an export market. Just
look at the label on your television or
your car engine or your truck or your
electronic gismo, everything coming in
here; the only thing America is export-
ing to Mexico is our middle-class jobs.
And they are not getting paid middle-
class wages.

In the end, this fight on China is a
heroic fight. It is a fight for democratic
values in the harsh countryside and in
the industrial sweatshops where most
Americans will never be allowed to
travel in the Nation of China. It is a
fight indeed for the Chinese people, and
the fight most of all for American prin-
cipals. Will we side with the chauf-
feured limousine class, the advertisers,
the retailers, the global companies who
soothingly tell us, Everything will be
just fine? But by their shear power and
money, they hold sway over the visual
and printed media in this country.

For those fighting permanent trade
privileges for China on the basis of
democratic values, I say hurrah. Praise
freedom lovers and the imprisoned
China Democratic Party leaders for
whom we speak here on this floor to-
night.

For those fighting permanent trade
privileges for China on the basis of reli-
gious freedom, I say God bless them.
And for those fighting permanent trade
privileges for China on the basis of
freedom of assembly, whether it is for
the Falun Gong or the murdered free-
dom fighters in Tiananmen Square, I
say history will judge you as righteous.

America’s values are freedom and
valor. As we move into this Memorial
Day week, let us renew our promise as
the world’s premier freedom fighters.
Vote for freedom. Vote ‘‘no’’ on perma-
nent normal trade status for China.

Mr. Speaker, I include for the
RECORD a letter sent by Wei Jinh
Sheng, who spent nearly 2 decades of
his life in Chinese prisons. Why? Be-
cause he fought to be an independent
democratic political leader in his own
country.

He says to us, ‘‘Supporters of this
agreement are wrong. The United
States is giving up something of pro-
found importance if they were to ap-
prove this agreement. Please help us
fight Chinese tyranny.’’
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